
BROCCOLI ARTISTRY
 

 

 

 



 

Culinary is art for all but not everyone can perfect it. Making something so delicious 

and appealing just by some simple artistry is not a cup of tea for all. However, you 

can also master it by learning creative cuts to elevate the taste and texture of a 

dish. One dish that always gets overlooked and sits in the corner of the kitchen is 

broccoli but with the art of chopping, you can make it the star of the night. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In this blog, we will learn about broccoli artistry, telling you about how simple cuts 

can make the most visually appealing and delicious dish to enhance your dining 

experience. However, you can save yourself from all the troubles by ordering 

broccoli from washed and cut vegetables online delivery services. 

https://www.greenchopper.com/


 

The Basics of Broccoli 
 

Broccoli is one of the most nutrient veggies that has fiber, vitamins, and minerals. 

It is the queen of a balanced diet. It is not only different in taste and texture but a 

powerhouse of nutrients. Yet, many times people avoid consuming it or find 

excitement thinking about it due to a little unconventional taste of this veggie. 

Creative Cuts 
 

1. Floret Forests: 
Forget the boring shapes of broccoli, which are visually unappealing, and start 

cutting them and presenting them with floret cut. This cut gives broccoli an artistic 

look and mouth-watering presentation by being aesthetically appealing. 

2. Broccoli Blossoms: 
If you find the floret cuts a traditional approach to cutting broccoli, you can always 

go for the julienne cut. Cutting it into thin slices, you can create blossom. Julienne 

cut helps broccoli to get a petal-like shape and makes it best for sautés or quick 

roasting dishes. 

3. Crispy Chips: 
If you have kids at home who always make faces eating broccoli, you can use 

shredding cuts to make them look like crispy chips. You can bake them or fry them 

with fries or potato seasonings. It will be a healthier alternative to the potato chips 

and you won’t need to run behind your kid to eat their greens. 

You can opt for chopped vegetable delivery to buy your choice of chopped 

broccoli. 

 
 

https://www.greenchopper.com/


Creative Cuisines 
 

1. Broccoli and Walnut Pesto Pasta: 
 

Who doesn’t love a well-cooked, and 

seasoned pasta full of veggies? You can 

add broccoli as a whole or chopped, or in 

the form of pesto sauce to enhance its 

look, texture, and taste. No one will 

know that they ate broccoli. 

2. Floret Forest Salad: 
 

You can always create a salad with 

broccoli in it. All you need to do is add 

some favorite toppings and dressing 

along with it to make it look visually 

appealing and likable. 

 

 

Don’t Get Bored with Broccoli! 
 

Broccoli can be artistic and can improve your overall culinary experience. It is that 

one piece of exotic delicacy that goes well with traditional dishes as well. With the 

help of different chopping styles, you can improve the taste and texture of a dish. 

With a unique chopping style, you can artistically present broccoli to make it look 

visually appealing. 

You can opt for ozone-washed vegetable delivery in Bangalore to get fresh 

veggies and fruits delivered to your doorstep. 

https://www.greenchopper.com/

